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Was where he was being held, and these details are certain if any other books have. She describes more information about life in Tanforan, including activities, classes, setting up of post offices, etc. As with other evacuees he and his family were taken to a rehabilitation center, topaz in their case. They also had a sheet of instructions to follow on what words
to use in topaz (reminding me of an episode of prisoner with similar things), the term the Security Council is involved in using the internal police instead, and residents instead of evacuees. It is also clear what he writes that topaz was not exactly ready for use when the evacuees got there. Many buildings are not even being finished being built, laundry was
short of water and the lights didn't work. He writes about how elementary schools were about to start, but except for an empty building there was nothing. She also visited a white teacher in her staff lodging and discovered that staff were in much more comfortable buildings than internees. Although schools had finally started they had to close in November due
to the fact that they weren't actually finished and kept getting into so many terrible cold schoolrooms. She also writes about the growing tension and bitterness in the camp and how it affected people's behavior. She finally got to leave camp and continue outside her education. This is a very personal book and very good, giving a lot of in-depth insight into what
was actually happening in assembly centres and internment camps. Definitely worth reading. ... much... much
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